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The 23rd Night -Laylatul Qadr
Understanding Laylatul Qadr | Ppt | Pdf
'Common' laylatul Qadr Amal | Last 10 Nights duas
Laylatul-Qadr is the night, which is the best night among the nights of the whole year.
The "A'maal" (religious performances) of this night are better than the A'maal of
1000 months. In this night the divine Annual Decree is passed. The Angels and Roohul
Ameen (A highly dignified Angel) descend on this earth, in that night. These call on
the Imam of the time, and what is ordained (by Allah) for everybody is presented
before the Imam.
The twenty-third night of Ramadhan, the last of the Qadr Nights, is more meritorious
than the 19th & 21st & many narrations confirm that it is the Qadr Night at which all
affairs are decided.
In addition to the General a'amal at all the three Qadr Nights, there are other
'specific additional a'amal' for the 23rd night :-

1. Recite Surahs of al-`Ankabut (No. 29) {Ppt Mp3 } and al-Rum (No. 30).
{Ppt Mp3} Imam al-Sadiq (a.s) is reported to have said, “Anyone who recites
these two Surahs at this night will be included with the people of
Paradise.” Recite Surah of al-Dukhan (No. 44). Ppt Mp3
Brief explanation of surahs to be recited Ankabut (No. 29) al-Rum (No. 30) alDukhan (No. 44) Use www.Tanzil.info for text

2. It is recommended to repeat Surah of al-Qadr (No97)thousand times.
Mp3
3. The night is inextricably linked to the Imam of our time Recite this
Special Salaat of Imam
4)It is recommended to say the following supplication
Najaf Arabic font
O Allah: (please do) prolong my
lifetime,
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،ﺪ ْﺩ ﻟِﻲ ﻓِﻲ ُﻋ ْﻤﺮِﻱ
ُ ﻢ ﺍ ْﻣ
ّ ﺍﻟ ﹼﻠ ُﻬ
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And expand my sustenance,
And make my body healthy,

،ﻊ ﻟِﻲ ﻓِﻲ ِﺭ ﹾﺯﻗِﻲ
ْﺳ
ِ َﻭﹶﺃ ْﻭ
،ﺴﻤِﻲ
ْ ﺟ
ِ ﺢ ﻟِﻲ
ّ ﺻ
ِ َﻭﹶﺃ
،َﻭَﺑ ﹼﻠ ﹾﻐﻨِﻲ ﹶﺃ َﻣﻠِﻲ

And make me attain my hopes,
And if I am written with the unhappy
ones, (please) erase my name from
this list,
And write it with the happy ones,

For You have said in Your Book that
You revealed to Your missioned
Prophet, Your peace be upon him and
his Household:

“Allah makes to pass away and
establishes what He pleases, and with
Him is the basis of the Book.”

ﺷ ِﻘﻴَﺎ ِﺀ
ﻷﹾ
َ ﻦﺍ
َ ﺖ ِﻣ
ﻥ ﹸﻛ ﹾﻨ ﹸ
ْ َﻭِﺇ
ﺷ ِﻘﻴَﺎ ِﺀ
ﻷﹾ
َ ﻦﺍ
َ ﺤﻨِﻲ ِﻣ
ُ ﻓﹶﺎ ْﻣ
،ِﺴ َﻌﺪَﺍﺀ
ّ ﻦ ﺍﻟ
َ ﻭَﺍ ﹾﻛ ﹸﺘ ْﺒﻨِﻲ ِﻣ
ﻝ
ِ ﻚ ﺍﻟ ُﻤ ﹾﻨ ﹶﺰ
َ ﺖ ﻓِﻲ ِﻛﺘﹶﺎِﺑ
ﻚ ﹸﻗ ﹾﻠ ﹶ
َ ﹶﻓ ِﺈﹼﻧ
ﻚ
َ ﺻ ﹶﻠﻮَﺍﹸﺗ
ﻞ ﹶ
ِ ﺳ
َ ﻚ ﺍﻟ ُﻤ ْﺮ
َ َﻋﻠﹶﻰ ﹶﻧ ِﺒ ّﻴ
:َﻋ ﹶﻠ ْﻴ ِﻪ ﻭَﺁِﻟ ِﻪ
ﺖ
)َﻳ ْﻤﺤُﻮ ﺍﻟ ﹼﻠ ُﻪ ﻣَﺎَﻳﺸﹶﺎ ُﺀ َﻭُﻳ ﹾﺜ ِﺒ ﹸ
(ﺏ
ِ ﻜﺘﹶﺎ
ِ ﺪ ُﻩ ﹸﺃ ّﻡ ﺍﻟ
َ َﻭ ِﻋ ﹾﻨ

ALLAAHUMMAMA-DUD LEE FEE U’MREE WA AWSIA’-LEE FEE RIZQEE WA AS’IH’H’A LEE JISMEE
WA BALLIGHNEE AMALEE WA IN KUNTU MINAL ASHQIYAAA-I FAM-H’UNEE MINAL ASHQIYAAA
WAK-TUBNEE MINAS SU-A’DAAA FA-INNAKA QULTA FEE KITAABIKAL MUNZALI A’LAA
NABIYYKAL MURSAL S’ALAWAATUKA A’LAYHI WA AALIHEE YAMH’ULLAAHU MAA YASHAAA-U
WA YUTHBITU WA I’NDAHOO UMMUL KITAAB

5. Recite the following supplication 2

O Allah: (please), among the matters
that You decide and make,

:

Mp3

ﻞ ﻓِﻴﻤَﺎ ﹶﺗ ﹾﻘﻀِﻲ َﻭﻓِﻴﻤَﺎ
ﺟ َﻌ ﹾ
ْ ﻢﺍ
ّ ﺍﻟ ﹼﻠ ُﻬ
ﺪ ُﺭ
ّ ﹸﺗ ﹶﻘ

From among the inevitable affairs,

ﺤﺘﹸﻮ ِﻡ
ْ ﻷ ْﻣ ِﺮ ﺍﻟ َﻤ
َ ﻦﺍ
َ ِﻣ

And from among the wise matters
that You make distinct,

ﻢ
ِ ﺤﻜِﻴ
َ ﻷ ْﻣ ِﺮ ﺍﻟ
َ ﻦﺍ
َ ﻕ ِﻣ
ُ َﻭﻓِﻴﻤَﺎ ﹶﺗ ﹾﻔ ُﺮ
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At the Grand Night

From among the act that is neither
rejected nor altered,

That You decide me to be with the
pilgrims to Your Holy House,

At this year,
Those whose pilgrimage is admitted,
Whose efforts are praised,
Whose sins are forgiven,
And whose offenses and pardoned.
And (please), among the matters that
You decide and make,
Decide to prolong my lifetime,
And to expand my sustenance.
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ﺪ ِﺭ
ْ ﻓِﻲ ﹶﻟ ْﻴ ﹶﻠ ِﺔ ﺍﻟ ﹶﻘ
ﻦ ﺍﻟ ﹶﻘﻀﹶﺎ ِﺀ ﺍﹼﻟﺬِﻱ ﻻ ُﻳ َﺮ ّﺩ ﻭَﻻ
َ ِﻣ
ﻝ
ﺪﹸ
ّ ُﻳ َﺒ
ﻚ
َ ﺝ َﺑ ْﻴ ِﺘ
ِ ﺣﺠﱠﺎ
ُ ﻦ
ْ ﻜ ﹸﺘ َﺒﻨِﻲ ِﻣ
ﻥ ﹶﺗ ﹾ
ْ ﹶﺃ
ﺤﺮَﺍ ِﻡ
َ ﺍﻟ
ﻓِﻲ ﻋَﺎﻣِﻲ ﻫﺬﹶﺍ
،ُﺠ ُﻬﻢ
ّﺣ
َ ﺍﻟ َﻤ ْﺒﺮُﻭ ِﺭ
،ُﺳ ْﻌ ُﻴ ُﻬﻢ
َ ﺸﻜﹸﻮ ِﺭ
ﺍﻟ َﻤ ﹾ
،ُﺍﻟ َﻤ ﹾﻐﻔﹸﻮ ِﺭ ﹸﺫﻧﹸﻮُﺑ ُﻬﻢ
،ْﺳ ّﻴﺌﹶﺎﹸﺗ ُﻬﻢ
َ ﻢ
ْ ﻜ ﹼﻔ ِﺮ َﻋ ﹾﻨ ُﻬ
ﺍﻟ ُﻤ ﹶ
ﺪ ُﺭ
ّ ﻞ ﻓِﻴﻤَﺎ ِﺗ ﹾﻘﻀِﻲ َﻭﹸﺗ ﹶﻘ
ﺟ َﻌ ﹾ
ْ ﻭَﺍ
،ﻞ ُﻋ ْﻤﺮِﻱ
ﻥ ﹸﺗﻄِﻴ ﹶ
ْ ﹶﺃ
.ﻊ ﻟِﻲ ﻓِﻲ ِﺭ ﹾﺯﻗِﻲ
َﺳ
ّ َﻭﹸﺗ َﻮ

ALLAAHUMMAJ-A’L FEEMAA TAQZ”EE WA FEEMAA TUQADDIRU MINAL AMRIL MAH’TOOM WA
FEEMA TAFRUQU MINAL AMRIL H’AKEEM FEE LAYLATIL QADR MINAL QAZ”AAA-IL LAD’EE LAA
YURADDU WA LAA YUBADDALU AN TAKTUBANEE MIN H’UJJAAJI BAYTIKAL H’ARAAM FEE
A’AMEE HAAD’AL MABROOR H’UJJUHUMUL MASHKOOR SAA’-YUHUMUL MAGHFOOR
D’UNOOBUHUMAL MUKAFFARI A’NHUM SAYYI-AATUHUM WAJ-A’L FEEMA TAQZ”EE WA
TAQADDIRU AN TUT’EEL U’MREE WA TUWASSI-A’LEE FEE RIZQEE

6. Recite the following supplication 3 that is mentioned in the book of ‘Iqbal
al-A`mal’
:Mp3
O He Who is intrinsic though He is
evident,
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And He Who is evident though He is
intrinsic;
O He Who is intrinsic that is not
missed
And He Who is evident but He cannot
be seen;
O He Who is described, but neither
any other described thing nor can any
boundary attain His Being;
O He Who is absent but not lost,
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،ِﻭﻳَﺎ ﻇﹶﺎﻫِﺮﹰﺍ ﻓِﻲ ُﺑﻄﹸﻮِﻧﻪ
،ﺨﻔﹶﻰ
ﺲ َﻳ ﹾ
َ َﻭﻳَﺎ ﺑَﺎﻃِﻨ ﹰﺎ ﹶﻟ ْﻴ
،ﺲ ُﻳﺮَﻯ
َ َﻭﻳَﺎ ﻇﹶﺎﻫِﺮﹰﺍ ﹶﻟ ْﻴ
ﻜ ْﻴﻨﹸﻮﹶﻧ ِﺘ ِﻪ
ﻎ ِﺑ ﹶ
ﻳَﺎ َﻣ ْﻮﺻﹸﻮﻓ ﹰﺎ ﻻ َﻳ ْﺒ ﹸﻠ ﹸ
،ٌﺤﺪُﻭﺩ
ْ ﺪ َﻣ
ّﺣ
َ ﻑ ﻭَﻻ
ٌ َﻣ ْﻮﺻﹸﻮ
،ٍَﻭﻳَﺎ ﻏﹶﺎﺋِﺒ ﹰﺎ ﹶﻏ ْﻴ َﺮ َﻣ ﹾﻔﻘﹸﻮﺩ

And He Who is present but not
witnessed.

،ٍﺸﻬُﻮﺩ
َﻭﻳَﺎ ﺷﹶﺎﻫِﺪﹰﺍ ﹶﻏ ْﻴ َﺮ َﻣ ﹾ

When He is sought, He shall be
obtained,

،ُﺐ ﹶﻓ ُﻴﺼﹶﺎﺏ
ُ ﻄ ﹶﻠ
ُﻳ ﹾ
ﺕ
ﺴﻤَﺎﻭَﺍ ﹸ
ّ ﻞ ِﻣ ﹾﻨ ُﻪ ﺍﻟ
ﺨ ﹸ
ﻢ َﻳ ﹾ
ْ َﻭﹶﻟ

And neither the heavens, nor the
earth nor can anything that is
between them be empty of Him.

ﺽ َﻭﻣَﺎ َﺑ ْﻴ ﹶﻨ ُﻬﻤَﺎ ﹶﻃ ْﺮ ﹶﻓ ﹶﺔ
ﻷ ْﺭ ﹸ
َ ﻭَﺍ
،ٍَﻋ ْﻴﻦ

He cannot be realized by asking ‘How
is He?’

،ٍﻜ ْﻴﻒ
ﻙ ِﺑ ﹶ
ُ ﺪ َﺭ
ْ ﻻ ُﻳ

And His place cannot be identified by
asking, ‘Where is He?’ or ‘What is His
place?’

،ٍﺤ ْﻴﺚ
َ ﻦ ﻭَﻻ ِﺑ
ٍ ﻦ ِﺑ ﹶﺄْﻳ
ُ ﻭَﻻ ُﻳ َﺆّﻳ

You are verily the light of all lights
and the Lord of all lords.
You have comprehended all things.
Glory be to Him Whose like is
nonexistent,
And He is the All-hearing, the Allseeing.
Glory be to Him Who is in this state
and nothing else can be ever in his
state.
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،ِﻷ ْﺭﺑَﺎﺏ
َ ﺏﺍ
ّ ﺖ ﻧﹸﻮ ُﺭ ﺍﻟﻨﹼﻮ ِﺭ َﻭ َﺭ
ﹶﺃﹾﻧ ﹶ
،ِﻊ ﺍﻷُﻣﻮﺭ
ِ ﺠﻤِﻴ
َ ﺖ ِﺑ
ﻄ ﹶ
ﺣﹾ
َ ﹶﺃ
ﻲ ٌﺀ
ْ ﺷ
ﺲ ﹶﻛ ِﻤﺜِﻠ ِﻪ ﹶ
َ ﻦ ﹶﻟ ْﻴ
ْ ﻥ َﻣ
َ ﺳُﺒﺤَﺎ
!ﻊ ﺍﻟﺒَﺼﻴ ُﺮ
ُ َﻭ ُﻫ َﻮ ﺍﻟﺴّﻤﻴ
ﻜﺬﹶﺍ ﻭَﻻ
ﻦ ُﻫ َﻮ ﻫ ﹶ
ْ ﻥ َﻣ
َ ﺳﺒﺤَﺎ
!ﻜﺬﹶﺍ ﹶﻏ ْﻴﺮُﻩ
َﻫ ﹶ
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YAA BAAT’INAN FEE Z’UHOORIHI WA YAA Z’AAHIRAN FEBUT’OONIHI WA YAA BAAT’INAN LAYSA
YAKHFAA WA YAA Z’AAHIRAN LAYSA YURAA YAA MAWS’OOFAN LAA YABLUGHU BIKAYNOONATIHI MAWS’OOFUN WA LAA H’ADDUN MAH’DOOD WA YAA GHAAA-IBAN GHAYRA
MAFQOOD WA YAA SHAAHIDAN GHAYRA MASH-HOOD YUT’LABU FA-YUS’AABU WA LAM
YAKHLU MINHUS SAMAAWAATU WAL ARZ” WA MAA BAYNAHUMAA T’ARFATA A’YN LAA
YUDRAKU BI-KAYFIN WA LAA YOO-AYYANU BI-AYN WA LAA BI-H’AYTHU ANTA NOORUN NOOR
WA RABBUL ARBAAB AH’AT’TA BI-JAMEE-I’L UMOOR SUBH’AANA MAN LAYSA KAMITHLIHI
SHAY-UN WA HUWAS SAMEE-U’L BAS’EER SUBH’AANA MAN HUWA HAAKAD’AA WA LAA
HAAKAD’AA GHAYRUHU

7. Do a new ghusl (bathing), other than the first one, at the last hours of
night.
8. Recite the following supplication 4

:Mp3

O Lord of Lailatul
Qadr!

(Night

of

Destiny!) Who has
made it better than
1000 months! O the
Lord of the day and
the night and the
mountains

and

oceans, the Lord of
light and darkness!
O the Lord of the
earth and the skies!
O the Creator! O the
Designer! O Kind! O
One Who favours! O
Allah Who maintains
everything! O Allah!
O

the

Kindest!

O

Allah! O the Creator
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of

new

Allah!

O

Allah!
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things!

O

Allah!

O

The

best

names are for Thee
alone.

Thou

control

hast

over

all

virtues. I ask Thee
to send blessings on
Muhammad
(S.A.W.) and his Aal
(A.S.).

Write

my

name, in this Night
of Qadr, among the
names

of

fortunate.
soul

the

Let

keep

my
the

company

of

the

martyrs.

Let

my

deeds

be

good

reckoned

with

"Illiyeen"

(those

exalted). Forgive my
sins. Bestow on me
such

belief

that

Thou

may

be

nearest to my heart.
Give

me

understanding

such
that

all the doubts may
be removed. Let me
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be contended over
that which has been
ordained for me: Let
me have goodness
and virtues in this
world and the next.
Save me from the
glowing fire of Hell.
Encourage

me

towards

Tine

remembrance

with

pleasure and to be
penitent. Give me all
those

virtues

that

Thou hast given to
Muhammad
(S.A.W.) and Aal-eMuhammad (A.S.).
YAA RABBA LAYLATIL QADR WA JAA-I’LAHAA KHAYRAN MIN ALFI SHAHR WA RABBAL
LAYLIWAN NAHAAR WAL JIBAALI WAL BIH’AAR WAZ’ZULAMI WAL ANWAAR WAL
ARZ”I WA SAMAAA
YAA BAARI-U YAA MUS’AWWIR YAA H’ANNAANU YAA MANNAAN YAA ALLAAHU YAA
RAH’MAAN YAA ALLAAHU YAA QAYYOOM YAA ALLAAHU YAA BADEE-U’ YAA ALLAAH YA
ALLAH YAA ALLAAH
LAKAL ASMAAA-UL H’USNAA WAL AMTHAALUL U’LYAA WAL KIBRIYAAA WAL AALAAAU AS-ALUKA AN TUS’ALLIYA A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA AALI MUH’AMMAD WA AN TAJA’LAS-MEE FEE HAAD’IHIL LAYLATIS FIS SU-A’DAAA-I WA ROOH’EE MA-A’SH
SHUHADAAA-I WA IH’SAANEE FEE I’LLIYYEENA WA ISAAA-ATEE MAGHFOORAH WA
AN TAHABA LEE YAQEENAN TUBAASHIRU BIHEE QALBEE WA EEMAANAN YUD’HIBUSH
SHAKKA A’NNEE WA TURZ”IYANEE BIMAA QASAMTA LEE WA AATINAA FID DUNYAA
H’ASANATAN WA FIL AAKHIRATI H’ASANATAN WA QINAA A’DAABAN NAARIL H’AREEQ
WAR-ZUQNEE FEEHAA D’IKRAKA WA SHUKRAKA WAR RAGHBATA ILAYKA WAL
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INAABATA WAT TAWBAH WAT TAWFEEQA LIMAA WAFFAQTA LAHOO MUH’AMMADAN
WA AALI MUH’AMMADIN A’LAYHI WA A’LAYHIMUS SALAAM

9. Recite Common laylatul Qadr Amal | Last 10 Nights duas
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